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This document outlines the UX and UI changes included in the 0.31 release of DaXtra Search. 

The broad aims of the UX/UI project were to:

•  Simplify UI controls to make it easier for users to engage with common tasks
•  Provide enhanced user feedback around actions and features 
•  Make it easier for new users to onboard the system with minimal training required
•  Make better use of space in various areas of the system in order to improve efficiency,
    ease-of-use and workflow for users on the platform as a whole

Project Aims
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Overview

Main Focus Areas

Redesign of the main 
Search Screen

More functional 
Candidate/CV View

Visual cues to aid 
learning and de-clutter



A whole range of views throughout the 
system now include icons rather than 
wording to represent user actions. 

The icons used are mostly commonly 
recongnisable, and are skeuomorphic, 
meaning that they are a visual depiction of 
the action they represent. This should not 
only help users to recognise them quickly, 
but also to learn them more easily when 
they are new to the system, rather than 
having to spend time reading labels. 

Icons are used consistently throughout the 
system, so users should start to expect a 
certain icon to perform a particular task 
when they see it in another context. If they 
aren’t sure, hovering over an icon will 
show its tooltip describing the action. 

The desired effect of this was to declutter 
the workspaces and allow actions to be 
instantly reconisable, rather than having 
multiple buttons of the same styling which 
the user needs to read over and over again.

Visual Navigation
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Benefits

General UI & Style

Actions are easy to 
learn for new users

Space and focus is given 
back to the information

Clean design which is 
easy to navigate by eye
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General UI & Style

The navigation style across the entire system has been updated and consolidated. On the main 
(dark) navigation bar the main areas are represented by icons: a magnifying glass icon for 
Search, a list icon for Results, and a cog wheel on the far right to represent User Settings. 
Other main sections can be accessed from the central area of the navigation, and your current 
location is shown by the icon which is highlighted in bright white.

The inner navigation (white bar - tabbed) holds all of the subsections within a main section, 
which function as tabs so that the user can switch between them without the page reloading. 
These appear throughout the system for consistency and ease of learning.

Navigation

Benefits

Consistent design 
aids user learning

Easy to navigate and 
find sections

User’s location on 
system is easy to see
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Search

The entire look and feel of the main Search page has been updated:

•  The search bar is larger, more prominent and more akin to those in widely used    
 search-based applications
•  Defaults to basic search fields, but can be expanded to inlcude And/Or/Semantic   
 controls and Nice To Have/Must Not Have 
•  Job Boards are divided into tabbed sections underneath the main search and can be easily  
 navigated between
•  New UI features include slider controls for Recency and Experience, newly designed   
 calendars for date range, icons for clearing, refreshing and viewing user lists, and large  
 prominent search button

Search Page Redesign

Benefits

Clear and simple 
basic search controls

Sticky button and 
back-to-top for easy 
movement

More important 
controls appear first



Benefits

Consistent popup layout 
aids learning

Clear active/inactive
styles help recognition

Consistent controls
unify the experience

Popups
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The style of popups throughout the system 
has been unified, with the closing 
mechanism and presentation of main 
actions now consistent across all. 
When there is a single main action it is 
presented as a full-width button at the 
bottom of the popup, and when there are 
several actions, the primary one is 
represented by a green button in the 
bottom right, and secondary actions as 
grey buttons to the left of it.

This should mean that it is always easy and 
instinctive for users to know what they are 
supposed to do in any given view, and 
should quickly learn where to look for 
certain types of actions.

Active items, such as included terms on the 
Semantic Expansion popup, are always 
clearly highlighted in Search green, and 
some popups, such as the Job/Vacancy 
Details popup, also have actions 
represented by the same familiar icon set 
for ease of recognition.

Popup Style



Benefits

Clear design makes for
easy scanning

Icon actions are easy to 
recognise quickly

Accordion filter panels
allow quick filtering

Results
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The new Results card view features 
dismiss-able tabs for easy removal of any 
included job board, familiar icon actions 
for main tasks, an updated layout for easy 
scanning of candidate info, and updated 
filter controls in the left-hand panel for 
clear application of filter criteria. 

Card View

Switch to list view easily by clicking the list 
icon next to the shortlist button, then it is 
possible to see snippets and key skills 
summaries by hovering over the candidate 
name, access the icon actions in a rollout 
menu under the word “Actions” on each 
candidate row, and sort table sections by 
clicking the column heading. 

List View



Benefits

Larger CV view allows
easier reading

See more info on screen 
with less scrolling

Tabbed sections and 
UI maximise efficiency

Candidate View
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The new candidate view maximises available screen space to allow for a better, more efficient 
workspace. The new CV preview area on the left side is much larger and easier to view, at the 
same time as being able to see candidate details in a panel on the right, or view 
attachments/notes in the tabbed section below the main info. Again, the new icon set is used 
for main actions, and it is also possible to move between candidates easily, or pop candidates 
out into a new tab with a click of the action buttons.

These updates should make working in the candidate view feel much easier and more 
productive, and consistent across job boards.

Candidate/CV/Resume View



Benefits

Equal width for more
comfortable reading

Scrolling info sections
preserve layout

Consistent icon actions
for familiarity

Compare Candidates
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Updates to the comparison view include scrolling content sections, written actions replaced by 
the icon set actions, and sections now occupy an equal width, no matter how many candidates 
have been selected for comparison (max is still at 5).

The updated view is clearer and easier to navigate with candidates occupying equal width, and 
candidates can be easily dismissed from view using the familiar cross icons.

Comparison View


